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About This Game

Minimalist puzzle game with calm music. The player's goal is to make a box falling on the platform.
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 + 100 Levels
 + 600 Achievements

 + Calm relaxing music

Trading cards (COMING SOON)
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Title: Next 4
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pirotexnik
Publisher:
Pirotexnik
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Recommended monitor: 16:9, 16:10

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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A bit buggy but works fine with V-Sync on. Great feeling and no need to play the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ fourth movie.. Cool some great
stuff.
Never heard of The Reason" by Hoobastank but its fun to play.
Something here for all beginners to experts ;-)
:approve::approve::approve::approve:. Gravel is a very entertaining ride.
It looks good and feels generally good. From the bit that I did play, it was entertaining enough.

Cutscenes are unskippable though, and the menu will often not allow you to exit until only very specific points.
Worst of all however is that the controls configuration is very limited, not allowing you to bind certain commands to certain
buttons or analogue sticks. Custom keybinds is a must these days, otherwise it's pretty much a dealbreaker.. Ok with friends, but
unless you can get a group together, don't bother. The game is basically dead.. lacked the fun aspect.. Nice and cheap, this game
is pretty fun shump!
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I bought this mostly because of the nostalgia associated with The Sentinel. This game feels a little bit stripped down and faster
paced than it's predecessor which isn't necessarily a bad thing but it does make if feel like it has a little less depth. It's a little bit
of a shame as having the ability to create a new avatar and then jump into it seems like a concept made for VR, the changes
(like being able to absorb trees without seeing their bases and no avatars mean you need much less energy to progress) and the
time-based leaderboards make it feel more like a sprint to the finish rather than the original strategic game of cat and mouse.

Having said that, my only real problem with it is down to the controls. I don't have particularly steady hands and so absorbing
any objects at a distance (or getting the square that the Koth is on) is really hard without me pulling the controller back and
steadying it against my body. It would be really nice if, once you started absorbing something, the beam would stick to it's
original target until it is either absorbed, or you let go of the trigger.. Pros and Cons

Pros:
- Nice Story
- Cool Puzzle
- Immersion
- Free
- You get to kill a dude

Cons:
- A 10 minute game
- Pistol physics are awful
- Puzzle was farely easy

I would pick this up if you havent already, tho the game is short it is worth the experience. I liked this game more than i hated it
because you felt like you were actually an agent whose mission was to investigate Ben Miller.

6/10 - Would reccomend. Very fun and simple game :). An okay idea, Voice acting is a bit crap, The main down side is the
flight mehcanics, I would say the best way to word this is that the game tryed to be meany things, Such as a flying game, A
mechanic game, And some sort of story driven game, The sad part is it fails to do any of these well as it feels too streched out,.
hehe ♥♥♥♥♥♥s. This is my all time favorite battle royale
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